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A crossline QC surface is also included with the surface deliverables ("H13184_XLQC-MS-only_2m"). This 
is the 2 m resolution CUBE surface in CSAR format discussed previously in the crossline section used to 
create the crossline QC reports. This surface excludes crosslines. It is included for reference only and should 
not be used for charting.

SSS mosaics were exported from Chesapeake SonarWiz 7 software at 1 m resolution using a grayscale 
pallet per the 2018 HSSD. Separate coverages were exported from each vessel and then combined into one 
image in CARIS HIPS. The grayscale coverages are not the SonarWiz default color pallet, which is a bronze 
color -- as a result the grayscale images appear rougher and less visually appealing than the bronze images. 
Therefore, bronze color versions are also included for reference and are recommended for use over the 
grayscale versions.

An S-57 (.000) Final Feature File (FFF) was submitted with the survey deliverables as well. The FFF 
contains meta-data and other data not readily represented by the final surfaces, including bottom samples 
and feature investigation results. An S-57 SSS contact file is also included. Each object is encoded with 
mandatory S-57 attributes and NOAA Extended Attributes (V#5.7).

C. Vertical and Horizontal Control

Additional information discussing the vertical or horizontal control for this survey can be found in the 
accompanying HVCR.

C.1 Vertical Control

The vertical datum for this project is Mean Lower Low Water.

ERS Methods Used:

 ERS via VDATUM

Ellipsoid to Chart Datum Separation File:

 VDATUM_Outline_Shape_xyNAD83-MLLW_geoid12b.csar

Reduction to MLLW was accomplished using ERS methodology via VDATUM, except for any exceptions 
noted earlier in this report.* The VDATUM model was provided by NOAA prior to operations and had an 
uncertainty specified as 10.4 cm. The VDATUM model was validated during this survey using comparisons 
with NWLON gauge data and found to be acceptable for tidal reduction. See the HVCR for validation 
reports.

*Survey H13184 is considered a hybrid ERS survey as the Project Instruction's ERS requirement was not 
met as detailed in DR section B.3.3. No waiver was obtained by the Field Unit acknowledging the vertical 
correction deviation of H13184 bathymetric data to MLLW through traditional correction referencing 
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direct water levels from NOAA's NWLON reference station Matagorda Bay Entrance (8773767).

C.2 Horizontal Control

The horizontal datum for this project is North American Datum 1983. 

The projection used for this project is Projected UTM 14.

The following PPK methods were used for horizontal control:

Smart Base

Applanix Smart Base (ASB) was used as a comparison against Trimble PP-RTX results, and generally 
compared to 0.10 m or better.

Positions were post-processed in Applanix POSPac MMS software using Trimble PP-RTX as the correction 
source. RMS errors were generally at 0.10 m or better, both horizontally and vertically.

Except for any exceptions noted earlier in this report, WAAS was used for real-time positioning only, and 
was replaced in post-processing with PP-RTX solutions for final MBES data. However SSS positions were 
not post-processed and are therefore based on WAAS positioning.

D. Results and Recommendations

D.1 Chart Comparison

The chart comparison was performed by examining the best-scale Electronic Navigational Charts (ENCs) 
that intersect the survey area. The latest edition(s) available at the time of the review were used. The chart 
comparison was accomplished by overlaying the finalized BASE surfaces with shoal-biased soundings, and 
final feature file on the charts in CARIS HIPS. The general agreement between charted soundings and survey 
soundings was then examined and a more detailed comparison was undertaken for any shoals or other 
dangerous features.

USCG LNM and NMs applicable to the survey area issued subsequent to the start of operations and prior to 
completion of operations were also examined. This consisted of LNM/NMs 36/18 through 07/19. None were 
found that were applicable to this survey.

When comparing to survey data, chart scale was taken into account so that 1 mm at chart scale was 
considered to be the valid radius for charted soundings and features.

It is recommended that in all cases of disagreement this survey should supersede charted data. Results are 
shown in the following sections.
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